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A happy 2012 to you and welcome to the first Tennis Works Newsletter (TWN) of the year. Here 

at Tennis Works we have a very exciting and interesting few months approaching, but more of 

that later. In this edition of the TWN, we kick off with the final part of Phil Hill’s excellent series 

on ‘Exploring junior tennis player development’ as he tackles the age group from 15 to 18.  We 

then have former Tennis Works Assistant Coach Danielle Kerindi share her initial experience of 

College sport in America in ‘The college experience’. Danielle is on a tennis scholarship at      

Jacksonville State University, in Alabama.  

Brad Crosher shares with us his thoughts on ‘Keeping a programme fresh’, followed by Kerstin 

Polster who describes how her club’s, ‘Streetennis’ initiative is introducing tennis in a fun way to 

3-5 year olds. The Tennis Drill Series sees the return of Dan Kiernan of the Soto Tennis Academy 

as he shares two drills for successful doubles. 

John writes about ‘Changing trends in the women’s game’, and John Hastings talks of ’A stretch 

too far’ and muscle flexibility within junior tennis. Finally Josh’s Diary sees Josh reflect on 2011 

and how different it was to his successful experience in 2010. 

 

A LETTER FROM THE EDITORS 

Melvyn Jones & John Cavill 
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Don’t forget for those of you local to Milton Keynes (UK), that Mark Tennant is presenting the 

January Tennis Works seminar entitled, ‘Coaching starter adults’. He is also presenting a free   

Tennis Works Webinar later in the month on the same subject (see page 31 for details). 

So what is happening over the coming months? February will see the launch of our partnership 

with Keith Reynolds and Paul Dent and the integration of The Tennis Coaches Toolkit resource 

within the site. We will also be changing the membership options available, offering more value 

for less cost. You will all receive a separate email about these changes and how you can benefit 

from them.  

Have a great month, a fantastic 2012, and watch out for our emails. 
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In last of my articles on Junior Development (see 
TWN Vol. 1, Issue 11 and Vol. 2, Issue 2), I would 
like to cover the most important phase where the 
various components of the game (outlined below) 
need to be in place in order to make the transition 
between junior tennis and the professional        
game - The Junior phase (15-18 years of age).  
Based upon the most recent statistics published by 
the ITF on players (both men and women)          
entering the top 100, the average ages is 24 for 
men or 22 for women. Based upon this evidence 
we need to understand the journey that the     
players embark upon into the professional tour 
may take anything up to another 10 years from 
junior tennis to the professional game.  

For this to become a reality we need make sure 
that the following factors are being continually  
improved as well as the performance                   
fundamentals. 

Development of advanced (simple) basics  
This refers to the ability to produce under pressure 
the correct decision making (tactical discipline) 
such as recognising when to go down the line and 
when to go crosscourt in a rally, or producing the 
percentage first serve when needed most. For   
these aspects to manifest themselves they need to 
be reproduced and repeated over many hours and 
years. 

Developing a challenging environment (habits) 
In order to develop these habits we must create an 
environment where they are continually            
challenged and where there are no limits for         
improvements. The player needs takes ownership 
of their own development. The creation of healthy 
pressure (competition) in training is also              
fundamental. 

Developing and allowing the player to mature as 
a human being both mentally and physically. 
As coaches we lose sight of the fact that players  

 

EXPLORING JUNIOR TENNIS PLAYER DEVELOPMENT   

Part three - The Junior phase 

Phil Hill 
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need to develop at their rate and their ability to 
maintain focus for longer periods which will       
improve as they mature. This is also the same as 
their physical development. Whilst coaching at the 
Bruguera Academy in Barcelona, Spain, I had the                
opportunities to work and also witness many 
world class players train and compete, including 
Andy Murray. I remember watching him play at an 
ATP Event in Barcelona in 2005 (as a wildcard) and 
losing (3-6, 6-4, 6-4) to Jan Herdych (of the Czech 
Republic ), a hard court player and watching him 
self destruct and behave appallingly, much to the 
embarrassment of his mother (Judy now British 
Fed Cup Captain) after being up a break in the 3rd 
set. Under pressure and dealing with new            
experience of ATP events, as opposed to futures 
and challenger tournaments, Andy acted with the     
immaturity of a 17 year old boy and lost. However, 
through this match (and of course many more) he 
learnt, and as we know has become a world class 
player, attaining a ranking of World No2 up to 
now. This only comes with time and continual 
learning. This is reflected in his on court behaviour 
as well as pre and post match interviews. 

Here is an outline of the performance factors and 
their characteristics in the junior phase focusing on 
the four main performance factors as before: 

1. Mental Development  

2. Tactical Development 

3. Physical Development 

4. Technical Development 

Mental phase 
Main psychological characteristics: 
 More focused on establishing their own identity 
 Abstract and critical thinking  
 Can be obstinate but also idealistic and          

committed. 
 Sometimes they will suffer with a crisis of      

identity when looking for a constant self image 
(girls can be self deprecating) 

 More responsible for their goals 
 More controlled  personality 
 Think more about the future (insecurities) 
 Big decision to be made (career in tennis,        

education, career paths) 
 Start to develop stable, clear and deep             

relationships with others 

Tactical phase 
Assumption that players have acquired the          
necessary skills, they should be able to:  
 Develop clearly defined game styles (aggressive 

baseliner, counter puncher, all round player). In 
the modern game the net rusher does not exist 
Develop and understand predetermined tactics 
(e.g. Open the court with a serve wide to the  
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deuce side of court) 
 Clear defined patterns of play to suit the 

strengths of the individual  (e.g. Develop a      
sequence of shots forehand inside out to use 
the strength of the forehand inside in)  

Physical phase 
 Development of coordination and dexterity 

(static and dynamic balance) 
 Development of speed (speed of reaction, 

speed of movement, upper and lower body, 
speed of strength ) 

 Development of stamina  
 Development of strength 
 Development of speed endurance 
 Development of flexibility 

Technical phase 
The technical parameters should be in place with 
all strokes in order to have the potential to make a 
living as a professional player. That said, the key to 
the improvement is linked to both physical         
development to increase the power and strength 
as well as the consistency of these shots in order 
to withstand the demands of the professional 
game. An example of this can be seen in the       
improvement of Rafael Nadal’s serve through both 
timing and physical strength, to create a more 
powerful serve which was a big contributing factor  

in him winning his first US Open in 2010.  

Other considerations regarding the technical               
development of the player is the game style and       
mentality of the player, which in turn influences the 
specific areas and quantity of volume dedicated to     
developing these specific shots. An example of this 
would be the amount of time Ivo Karlovic would spend 
on developing his serve as opposed to David Ferrer 
would spend on developing his groundstrokes              
(e.g forehand inside out). 

--------------------------------------------- 
In conclusion, the main considerations (other than the 4 
performance factors physical, mental, tactical and    
technical) are:  
 Development of advanced basics 
 Developing a challenging environment (habits) 
 Developing and allowing the player to mature as a 

human being both mentally and physically. 

Remember that the tennis journey is long and             
demanding and as coaches working with all age groups 
we need to have ample patience to support and allow 
the players to grow. 

Phil Hill has spent the last 20 years coaching and teaching pupils of all     

abilities but has predominantly worked with Performance Players. Having 

played to Junior County level (in Kent) and Senior County (In Bucks, current 

O35 Captain) Phil has coached in Kent, Italy (Biella) and Spain (Barcelona, 

Bruguera Academy) as well as for the LTA (Bucks County Performance 

Officer) to name a few. He has worked with mini, junior, ATP & WTA     

Professional Players. Phil is an LTA PCA Coach and LTA Coach Education 

Tutor and is currently working at Halton High Performance Centre as Tech-

nical Director to the Performance Programme as well as a Performance 

Coach with Tennis Works. 

http://www.haltontennis.co.uk/halton_high_performance_centre.asp
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College sport in America is of a very high level, and 
many of today’s professional athletes have          
actually come through the college ranks. Many of 
the best tennis players in the world have spent 
some time at college in America. For example, 
James Blake attended Harvard for two years        
before turning professional. College sport is split 
up into three divisions, with Division One level    
being the highest level. Colleges are split into 
different conferences, and there are currently 
around thirty different conference leagues at the 
division one level. Each year, colleges play the 
different teams in their conference. The matches 
are extremely competitive, and each team will give 
anything to win. To win the conference is a huge 
triumph, and the winning team progresses to play 
the national championships, against other winning 
conference teams. College sport is huge in      
America. Each sporting event is shown on           
television, and there will always be spectators and  

fans at every team match. There is a lot of revenue 
that is created for the college, and this is why     
colleges are able to distribute full scholarships to 
athletes from all over the world. College teams 
also have big sponsorships from companies like 
Nike and Adidas, who supply all of the clothing for 
the athletes.  

So what about myself? After playing tennis for as 
long as I can remember, I decided that I wanted to     
pursue it further, and continue playing whilst   
studying for my degree. I had many friends that 
were going to America on college scholarships, 
and I thought that it was a fantastic opportunity to 
continue playing tennis at a very high level, and 
study for my degree at the same time. I knew that 
the university fees in England were going to be 
prohibitive and  rise dramatically, so the               
opportunity to come and study in America for free 
seemed like a fantastic idea.  

 

THE COLLEGE EXPERIENCE 
Danielle Kerindi 
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After discussing it thoroughly with my parents, I 
decided to contact an American college recruiting 
company. There are many of these which offer a 
recruiting service, but I personally chose ‘College 
Scholarships USA,’ and they were a great help, 
throughout my search for a college, and they help 
you throughout your college career. At first, I had 
to submit a detailed video of my tennis. The video 
included a view of all of my different shots, and 
different footwork drills. The video is sent for    
analysis, for the company to assess whether you 
are at a high enough level to compete at college. 
They will also look at tournament results, and any 
other information which shows your level of ten-
nis. After receiving positive feedback, I decided to 
go ahead and work towards a scholarship. After 
taking the SAT test (a test which every student has 
to take to attend college in America) my videos 
and test results were sent to hundreds of college 
coaches across America. The coaches get in touch 
with the players that interest them. They will then 
give them an offer of a scholarship and the player 
choses their favourite college, from the offers they 
have received. I spoke to a lot of different schools, 
from all over America. I knew that I wanted to be 
somewhere warm, with a strong team, preferably 
in Division One.  

After a few months, I chose to come to Jacksonville 
State University, located in Jacksonville, Alabama. I 
chose this because it had a very strong team, who 
had won the conference for the past 2 years, and 
also it was in a good location, with a warm climate! 
I then had to apply for my visa, and book my flights 
to leave for America. Although it was a very 
daunting experience, it was very exciting at the 
same time.  

Leaving home was extremely tough; I had never 
been away from home for a long period of time   
before. The first couple of weeks were very       
challenging, as I was extremely home sick at first, 
which was inevitable. However, as time went on, I 
gradually became used to the university, made new 
friends and there were always people there to help 
out and talk to. After a month of being here, and 
adjusting to the change, I loved it. 

THE SQUAD 
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We practice every day for two hours, and we have 
weights on Tuesdays and Thursdays. The fall       
semester is our off season, so we only play three 
tournaments. However, next semester in the 

spring, our conference and season proper begins. I 
am really looking forward to playing against other 
schools. It is great to be part of a team, and there 
is always a fantastic atmosphere. I feel in the three 
months that I have been here, I have really         
matured as both as a person and a player. I am 
surrounded by people from all over the world, and 
it is so interesting to talk to people from all     
different cultures and backgrounds. Also, I really  

enjoy the disciplined schedule of being a              
student-athlete. I have a great balance between 
school, tennis, and enjoying university. I am really 
looking forward to the season starting next          
semester, and the next few years here. I would 
urge anyone who has the opportunity to give       
college tennis a try, it is an amazing experience.  

DanieIle started playing tennis at the age of seven, 
playing once a week at her local club. Individual        
lessons followed and she joined the squad at David 
Lloyd in Milton Keynes, UK. Being a performance    
academy saw further improvements to her game and 
by the age of twelve she was entering many             
tournaments and playing throughout the region. At 14, 
she was travelling throughout the country to compete 
in the better tournaments to improve her rating, she 
was also a regular member of the county team.  

At 15, Danielle began working for John Cavill and     
Tennis Works, which developed her coaching and 
hitting skills and she continued to do so until             
September 2011 when she went to University. Whilst 
studying for her A levels, Danielle found that a lot of 
her tennis friends were gaining scholarships to study 
and play tennis in America. After lots of research, she 
applied to do the same and elected to study at        
Jacksonville State University in Alabama, where she 
obtained a scholarship. Being a Division One school the 
quality of tennis is very high and she finds it great    
being able to combine tennis with her studies and she 
is looking forward to her future years at the college.  

At our first tournament of the   

semester, Chattanooga, Tennessee 
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Have you ever been stuck for ideas, or struggling 
to find something different to use on the tennis 
court? Having to come up with different drills, 
game based activities, footwork techniques and 
what equipment to use? 

Where I am based, as Head Coach at the BETA   
Academy, we challenge ourselves to keep coming 
up with new activities and ideas for every single 
session. Yes, we have the core activities that all   
clients love, but we also keep implementing fresh 
ideas and activities that continually stimulate     
clients and coaches. New ideas and concepts will 
bring an atmosphere of constant evolution during 
sessions.  

I can spend up to two hours on a Sunday              
researching for the week ahead. No social life I 
know, but preparation can make the working week 
run smoother knowing exactly what you’re trying 
to set out in each session and achieve. 

So where do you research and what should you 
look for? You Tube is a great asset for tennis    
coaches trying to gain ideas and knowledge. Not 
only can you look for tennis material, but you can 
find information on other sports all throughout the 
world. I collect many ideas from Australian Rules 
Football, Football, Basketball, Martial Arts and 
even weight training. And that’s just the start! I 
look for different warm ups, training exercises, 
core drills and the equipment that is being used. I 
will pick and choose what I think could work for 
my clients to help motivate them during their    
tennis sessions and ultimately gain improvement. I 
spend a lot of my research time looking at Martial 
Arts. This sport requires extreme flexibility and 
range of movement around the joints, which also 
relates strongly with tennis. So the amount of     
ideas you can gain from looking into Martial Arts is 
phenomenal. Different fitness exercises to use on 
and off the court, stretches and many more. 

 

KEEPING A PROGRAMME FRESH 

Brad Crosher 
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As touched on above, the    
equipment used for certain drills 
that have been researched can 
totally change the dynamics of a 
drill. This training aid can help 
teach a certain technique, help 
with a big group to keep         
everybody moving or just help 
to freshen up a tired drill. The 
use of equipment is essential. 
Yes, I’m sure everyone has basic 
equipment, ladders, hurdles etc. 
But there are so many advancements 
in this field and coaches must keep 
updating their stock.  

I have clients who struggle with    
gaining the technique on the serve. 
So instead of just practicing the 
serve, I have incorporated medicine 
balls, weighted dumb bells and    
therabands. This equipment helps 
break down the serve movements 
into stages so the player can gain the 
understanding of the feeling and 
technique of where the body has to 
be at certain stages of the serve. 

Another example of using equipment  

can be to develop court      
movement. If a player wants to 
improve their preparation for 
the forehand whilst running 
wide in the court, I may use 
equipment that will put a     
player in the ideal position we 
are working on, again enabling 
the player to gain the feeling of 
where their upper body should 
be during an extreme situation. 
We could use a big exercise ball 

a medicine ball or even a broom stick 
to help with this simulation. Once the 
player has gained the initial feeling 
we will put the racket back in their 
hand and then feed them a ball      
before progressing to live play.          
Simulating this before they use their 
racquet and hit balls will help them 
gain an understanding of their body, 
where it should be, to improve the 
shot and take it to another level.  

I have found that broadening the 
player’s knowledge by using        
equipment during activities increases 
improvement faster and more        
efficiently. 
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The other part of my personal coaching               
development is to read articles and/or watch      
videos about coaches and managers from several 
different sports. This can help me to communicate 
better or in different ways. Watching their         
leadership, tone of voice, enthusiasm or even their 
composure during competition can be of great 
benefit. 

Taking this a step further I try to liaise with other 
coaches to gain ideas. BETA Academy works in 
conjunction with Rainer Bopp and Javier Capitaine. 

Both these coaches 
work with             
Professional touring 
players. So       
whenever I get a 
chance to work with 
these two or to pick 
their brain, I waste 
no opportunity. The 
amount of different 
ideas you can gain 
by communicating 

with other coaches and watching their coaching 
sessions is enormous. I then try and put my own 
individual twist on drills to push my knowledge 
further and to adapt to my players’ needs. This will 
enhance training sessions and create more fun for  

all clients, and also for us as coaches. There is   
nothing as frustrating as getting caught up using 
the same drills weeks on end.  

I’ve only scratched the surface in research ideas. 
There are numerous amounts of websites, tennis 
seminars and sports academies to visit.  

So next time you are looking for new ideas, think 
outside the box. Look further into other sports not 
just tennis. This will open up an endless amount of 
ideas for you to bring into your tennis sessions, no 
matter what age or standard. Whether you are 
coaching a cardio, mini tennis, boot camp for adults 
or focusing on your performance players, you want 
to make all sessions relevant, exciting and gain    
improvement in all areas. 

Keep motivating yourself to continually come up 
with fresh ideas. Enjoy! 

Brad Crosher is Head Academy Coach at Berkhamsted Elite Tennis 
Academy. Australian born, he grew up playing tennis and           
Australian football to a high level before focusing on tennis and 
played at international level prior to turning to coaching. 

Brad  has 10 years playing and coaching experience world-wide 
having directed programmes  in Australia and the UK as well as 
travelling with developing juniors to both National and                 
International events. He is qualified to TCAV Level 2; CCA Level 4 
and has a Personal Training Diploma which enables him to fully 
prepare competing juniors when he is travelling with them. 

For further information email Brad at info@betacademy.co.uk or 
visit www.betacademy.co.uk 

mailto:info@betacademy.co.uk
http://www.betacademy.co.uk
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I am sure you all have a programme for the tiny 
ones in your clubs (ages 3 to 5). I have tried out 
various different programmes over the last 20 
years. It always seemed like a very difficult task as 
tennis is such a technical game and at that age    
almost impossible to play, but our approach at 
Dulwich LTC which we call Streetennis, has          
revolutionised my way of looking at teaching the 
little ones.  

So what is Streetennis? The concept is based on 
an innovative and exciting teaching programme to 
introduce tennis in a fun and educative manner. It 
will also help to form tennis skills from an early 
age and create confidence in the player. 

But what makes Streetennis different? Rather 
than looking at a more game’s based approach, 
the basic idea of Streetennis is combining technical 
teaching with tactical elements, movement and 
coordination even for 3-5 year olds. The idea is 
that we will always start by simplifying the game,  

then progressing to more complicated and       
complex movement as we go forward. This way we 
can easily incorporate a technical teaching of the 
basic strokes by breaking them down into simple 
progressions, which we then can adapt to the level 
of each player. 

The first thing we changed at KMP Tennis         
Academy was working out a programme for the 
whole term even for our under 5’s. The plan is 
based on teaching all the children the necessary 
motor skills with a more specific tennis approach 
from a very early age. Each session has a main 
theme and all exercises will follow the same goal. 
Depending on the aim of the lesson, the objective 
should be to sustain the goal throughout, from 
start to finish – including ball skills, technical 
teaching and game or competition. 

It does mean that us coaches have to be a lot more 
creative and imaginative to make the exercises  

 

STREETENNIS—A FUN WAY OF INTRODUCING 

TENNIS TO 3-5 YEAR OLDS 

Kerstin Polster 
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relevant to the theme but also to make them fun 
for the children. 

For me, one of the main    
advantages is the addition of 
technical teaching for the 
little ones. The Streetennis 
concept is teaching children 
all the basic strokes needed 
for a game of tennis. These 
strokes are broken down   
into 3 simple progressions. 
This will make it easier for 
the children to learn but it 
also makes it a lot easier to 
teach. The other benefit is 
that you can then combine 
circuits with teaching      
technique. 

The idea of using circuits is 
two fold. Firstly to help the 
children develop their   
movement, co-ordination 
and balance skills and        
secondly to ensure that all 
the children are involved 
and active at all times during 
the session. Each circuit can 
be adjusted to match the ability level of the  

players, their level of motor skills, the size of the 
group and the equipment 
you have available. 

At the end of each session 
there will always be a           
competition/game element, 
which means we are utilising 
all the acquired skills to     
integrate the tactical aspect 
of the game from the         
beginning.  

Taking into account all the 
aspects of Streetennis, we 
can hopefully create a more 
complete player for the     
future. Tennis is a game with 
great social components and 
a sense of co-operation, so it 
allows the child to express 
themselves as an individual 
or as a member of a team. 

The fact that Streetennis 
does not require the use of a 
tennis court, does not have 
to be played in a “tennis 
club”, makes it so much 

more accessible for everyone. It is perfect for  
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schools, leisure centres, youth centres and can   
literally be introduced onto the Street thus     
breaking down all the traditional barriers that exist 
in tennis. But not only does it break the barriers it 
also develops the qualities of the child physically 
as well as their personality. 

We have been running Streetennis at Dulwich 
Lawn Tenns Club for the last 5-6 years and it has 
very quickly become our most successful class. We 
started out with a group of 6 children and now we 
have an average of 50 under 5’s per week. Based 
on the Streetennis concept we now have 3/4 year 
olds who cannot wait for their tennis class each 
week. 

Not only has it become our most popular class but 
we can now start to see the difference it has made 
in our Mini tennis groups. All the children that 
have participated in our Streetennis classes find 
the transition to the Mini Red or above very easy. 
They have learned the basic technical, tactical, 
physical and mental skills that it takes to play the 
game and, if they stay in the game for the rest of 
their lives then I think we have done our job! 

Kerstin Polster is Head Coach at Dulwich LTC. Kerstin      
started her tennis coaching career in Germany having 
gained her BTV-C Trainer Licence and also worked in 
many European holiday destinations before moving to 

the UK in 1997 where she gained her RPT – National 
and European Professional certificate and became LTA 
Licensed at NL2. 

Kerstin moved into Coach Education in 2006 by becom-
ing an RPT Tutor for Mark of a Pro/Pro+ and Advanced 
courses. In 2008 she also became a NVQ A1 Assessor, 
followed by certifying as an LTA Tutor in 2009. 

Kerstin has a Masters in Sports and English and                 
qualifications in Sports Science, Sports Psychology and 
Coaching Methodology. 

For more info go to kmptennisacademy.co.uk 

Tuesday April 19th 2011, 20.00-22.00 GMT
Click here to register

Live Seminar in Milton Keynes, UK

Monday 9th January 2012
Open to all Coaches

Enjoy an interactive learning experience with Mark as he prepares coaches 
for the new ITF scheme, ‘Adults Tennis Xpress’, which launches in 2012.

4 LTA License Points accredited

http://www.kmptennisacademy.co.uk
http://www.tennisworks.net/content/services-including-seminars/live-seminar-presented-mark-tennant-coaching-starter-adults
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Having been involved in tennis since I was 7 years old, doubles has played 
a big part in my career since winning the 14 & Under Doubles World 
Championships and eventually becoming the British number 1 at doubles 
and playing at Wimbledon. The art of doubles is different to singles in 
many ways and the drills I would like to share with you I feel are of great 
benefit at all levels. 

Drill No 29 – Cover 3/4’s 
The concept of this drill is that the net player is to follow the line of the 
ball on serve and cover three-quarters of the court to ’Make the ball his/
her own!’. You need 4 players to run this drill or 3 players and a coach. 

1. Start all four players in the traditional doubles positions.  
2. Player A serves and Player B (net player) has to cover three quarters of 

the court (area to the right of the dotted lines). 
3. Player C (returner) must return cross court and if they get the ball into 

the three quarter court past the net player, it is automatically his and 
Player D`s point. 

4. Play up to 9 points but Player C has 2 Wild Cards, meaning he can     
return down the line only 2 times. 

If the players are struggling with the drill then the coach can be Player C 
and feed a return instead of a live situation. 

 
THE TENNIS DRILL SERIES 

Drills for successful doubles 
Drill No 29 - Cover 3/4’s  

Drill No 30 - Time the poach 
Dan Kiernan 
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Drill No 30 – Time the poach 
 

The concept of this drill is to get the timing of the ‘poach’ 

1. Coach starts on the service line with basket. 
2. As many players as you want can stand on the opposite side with 

the first player starting on the service line.  
3. The first player comes up and hits the volley back to the coach 

while following the line of the ball forwards.  
4. The Coach’s 2nd shot goes cross court and the player has to time 

the diagonal movement across and volley the ball. 
5. If the player moves too early then the coach can volley back down 

the line. 
6. The coach then feeds the first ball in for the next player. 

To progress this, one player can take the place of the coach but 
move back to the baseline so they feed the oncoming net player one 
volley that comes back to them and then the next ball is hit cross 
court for the net player to volley into space.  

Dan has been playing tennis since he was 7 years old and at 14 was one of the top juniors 
in the world. As a junior he won 8 different national championships and the 14 and Under 
Doubles World Championships, while represented Great Britain in all age groups and  
competed in junior grand slam events. At 18, Dan was the national junior number 1 and 
was awarded a  tennis scholarship to Louisiana State University and during his four years 
there, he was part of one of the most successful college teams in the USA. Dan achieved a 
senior national ranking of 5 in doubles and 25 in singles. After graduating, Dan spent three 
years travelling the world on the pro tour. During that time he won more than 20          
professional singles and doubles titles, and competed at Wimbledon. He was  consistently ranked inside the top 15 in Great Britain in singles and 
the top 700 on the ATP tour. He excelled in doubles, and as well as being former British doubles number 1, he was ranked inside the top 150 in the 
world. Since retiring from the pro tour in 2005, he has coached several young players up to international level in their age groups and in 2009 he 
captained the Great Britain Under 12's team in the European Nations Cup in Italy. He also continued to compete competitively in the German     
Bundesliga league, partnering Michael Stich in doubles, and coaching top ATP players during their matches. In May 2010 he set up Soto Tennis  
Academy in Spain to create individual and tailored  programmes for his  players specific needs. For more information, visit www.sototennis.com  

http://www.sototennis.com
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As coaches we are always looking to the future to 
help players develop a game that will bring them 
success but to understand what a player’s future 
requires you can learn from the past. 

Over the past 15 years, tennis has changed in so 
many ways. As we know, modern technology has 
played a significant part in developing                  
sophisticated rackets, footwear, sports science, 
analysis and many more areas. But by being in a 
technologically advanced era where computers 
rule the world and everything we want to know is 
at our finger tips, has this overcomplicated simple 
tasks and the basic fundamentals of work ethics? 
Furthermore, has the implementation of cutting 
edge knowledge hindered player’s progress due to 
the inappropriate time that this knowledge is     
introduced into a player’s development? Who 
knows, as this is all speculation, but there does 
seem to be a change in trends especially in the 
women’s game. 

To support this observation I have done some     
research and here are the findings: 

Number of different year end number 1 Women’s 
tennis players 
For the period 1980 – 1995 
Chris Evert (80, 81), Martina Navratilova (82, 83, 
84, 85, 86), Steffi Graf (87, 88, 89, 90, 93, 94, 95), 
Monica Seles (91, 92) 
For the period 1996 – 2011 
Steffi Graf (96), Martina Hingis (97, 99, 2000), Lind-
say Davenport (98, 2001, 2004, 2005), Serena Wil-
liams (2002, 2009), Justine Henin (2003, 2006, 
2007), Jelena Jankovic (2008), Caroline Wozniacki 
(2010, 2011). 

It clearly shows that there is less of a dominance in 
the game now than there was in the 80’s and early 
90’s with players now ending the year at number 1 
for less consecutive years. Further support to this 
statement are the following statistics on players 
who have reached consecutive Grand Slam finals - 

 

CHANGING TRENDS IN THE WOMENS’ GAME 

John Cavill 
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You can see that those who dominated in the 80’s 
and 90’s were consistently in the finals of the 
Grand Slams e.g. Graf, Navratilova, Evert, Seles, 
but from the post 1995 players, only Hingis and 
the Williams sisters feature on the list. 

It is also important to point out that Jelena 
Jankovic and Caroline Wozniacki haven’t won a 
Grand Slam singles title yet have been able to     
finish the year end as number, one which also 
shows how close it is amongst the women battling 
for Grand Slams and to be the top of the rankings. 

I would say that the last spell of dominance in the 
Women’s game has come from the Williams sisters 
but injuries, family and health issues, this          
dominance has been broken up, otherwise I       
believe that Serena could have replicated the 
same as many of the other greats. 

So what has happened and what is the current 
trend?  
Looking at the change in the 90’s, women players 
were starting to reach the top of the game at a 
much younger age, for example, Martina Hingis 
was only 15 years old when she won Wimbledon 
and Seles reached world number 1 at 17 years old. 
This occurrence of teenage girls shining through at 
such a young age may also have resulted in the 
number of injuries these players have especially  

before they are 25 years old. 

In 2004, The WTA conducted an extensive study 
that considered the stressors and injury trends in 
professional women’s tennis. The stressors        
identified in the 80’s and early 90’s were mainly 
external factors and programmes were put in place 
to help alleviate these problems but more recently 
the main identified stressors are internal in nature 
as you can see below: 

This extreme change in stressors in such a short 
time frame, clearly shows that injuries have          
become a major problem for players and the       
following body parts are listed in order of most    
frequently treated: Lumbar spine and sacroiliac 
joint; ankle; thoracic spine; foot; shoulder; wrist; 
cervical spine and knee. The two top injury types 
are muscle strains and joint dysfunctions; followed 
by blisters, ligament sprains and tendinopathies 
(tendon injuries). 
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So what has led to an increase in injuries? 
There are numerous factors that have contributed 
to the increase in injuries which include the nature 
of the game being faster and more competitive 
than before, changes to racket technology that 
have altered the style of the game so players can 
hit harder, the type and amount of play on each 
surface including the number of weeks played on 
man-made surfaces and surface inconsistencies 
over a number of weeks, for example, not every 
clay court is of the same standard. 

The WTA Tour has also noted that there has been 
a 27% increase of occurrence in injuries that      
correspond to when players change surfaces, for 
example, from clay to grass, grass to hard court . 

With the pressure of media, sponsors, coaches, 
parents and tournaments being as high as it has 
ever been, the internal pressure for the players to 
compete and improve their ranking may also have 
an influence in the number of events players are 
competing in each year with inadequate rest and 
recovery periods. 

Modern techniques and stroke biomechanics have 
also advanced which is having an impact, for      
example, the open stance forehand creates an   
increase in torque and stress on the Sacroiliac 
(hips) and Lumbar (lower back) areas. Also, there is 

the problem of muscle imbalances from repetitive 
actions that are not compensated which can lead to 
stress and strains on joints and muscles and         
ultimately create an injury. 

As mentioned before, younger players are            
vulnerable to injuries due to the overload on       
developing adolescent body’s which are still     
growing. 

So has there been a change in trends in the     
women’s games? 
I have noticed how often players are getting injured 
and with injuries, the players drop in and out of the 
game depending on their fitness. This leads to   
players rising and falling and then rising again on 
the tour. Over the past two years we have also 
seen two players in their late 20’s have the best 
results in their career by winning Gram Slams 
(Shiavone & Li Na). Is this because they have looked 
after their bodies and are now reaping the rewards 
of having a long career? And/or has their game 
style which isn’t based around hitting the ball so 
flat and hard to kill the point off in the first 3 shots 
meant that their bodies are under less stress? 

————————— 

For me the Women are starting to come through to 
the top in their 20’s rather than in their teens, 
which I believe has got to be better for the player’s  
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long term career and injury prevention. Whether I 
am right or wrong, this is just my personal view 
and there will always be statistics to oppose      
opinion but it’s interesting to see how trends are 
changing and there is one thing for sure, they will 
keep changing as the game continues to evolve. 

John Cavill is the Co-founder and Director of      
Tennis at Tennis Works Ltd. He is also the Director 
of Tennis at Stony Stratford Tennis Club and 
heads up the Cavill Academy (established 2005) 
which is now based there. The academy develops 
young tennis players and is producing national    
level  players. In 2009, he established MK Ace 
Tennis, a Milton Keynes, UK based charity that 
delivers affordable and accessible tennis to 
schools and public access facilities to programmes 
which have served up to 600 people a week. Since 
2005 John has been organising workshops for  
local coaches, and in October 2009 the Tennis 
Works Seminars were launched with guest   
speakers presenting to coaches that travelled 
from far to attend. To take Tennis Works to the 
next level the business required more expertise 
and financial assistance and in January 2010, 
John and Melvyn Jones joined forces to establish 
Tennis Works Limited, an innovative tennis       
development and educational resources           
company.  

 

Monday 16th January 2012, 20.30-22.30 GMT
Click here to register

Tuesday April 19th 2011, 20.00-22.00 GMT
Click here to register

Live Seminar in Milton Keynes, UK

Monday 9th January 2012
Open to all Coaches

Enjoy an interactive learning experience with Mark as he prepares coaches 
for the new ITF scheme, ‘Adults Tennis Xpress’, which launches in 2012.

4 LTA License Points accredited

http://www.cavillacademy.com
http://www.mkace.com
http://www.mkace.com
http://www.tennisworks.net/content/read-only/free-live-webinar-coaching-starter-adults-presented-mark-tennant
http://www.tennisworks.net/content/services-including-seminars/live-seminar-presented-mark-tennant-coaching-starter-adults
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Stretching has long been an established part of a 
tennis player’s fitness programme. It would be    
incorporated to increase flexibility and keep the 
tennis player as mobile and dynamic as possible. A 
stretching programme would be incorporated at 
junior level accompanying them through their    
developmental years and throughout their playing 
career. I’d like to question the effectiveness of the 
approach and establish if the outcome is exactly 
what we as tennis coaches are looking for? 

Our knowledge of the body and training methods 
are constantly evolving. The approach we take   
today may be completely different from the new 
techniques in one hundred years time. That is why 
I always believe that you should question the 
norms and strive to find new, improved ways of 
developing our junior tennis players. 

In terms of stretching, we have seen static   
stretching taken from the warm up and replaced 
with more dynamic movements due to the  

question marks over its effectiveness. The static 
stretching had been seen to decrease power     
output and increase the likelihood of injury and 
was therefore seen inappropriate for the warm up 
phase. Static stretching has stayed prevalent in the 
cool down phase as it has been said that when the 
muscles are warm they are more responsive to 
lengthening, as seen within the sliding filament 
theory.  The protocol for muscle tightness has 
been to stretch the muscle group with                 
developmental or PNF stretching techniques. The 
tighter the muscle the higher the frequency of 
stretching and the longer the duration of each 
hold. Does it really work? 

In the past four years I’ve seen a steady growth of 
innovative ideas regarding the science of      
stretching which I believe to be the way forward. 
Instead of asking the question, “How shall we 
stretch?” let’s look at why our tennis players have 
the muscle tightness in the first place. For the  

 

A STRETCH TOO FAR 

Flexibility in Junior Tennis 

John Hastings 
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junior tennis player, stretching is solely to           
encourage good habits at a young age so they are 
more likely to carry it on throughout adulthood. At 
this stage of their growth, I’ve seen no prevalence 
in muscle tightness and no reason to isolate      
muscle groups with stretching. New research is 
greatly indicating a detrimental effect on the     
developing structure of their bones, muscles and 
joints. The prevalence of muscle tightness           
increases with age, not because of a lack of 
stretching but because of the muscular imbalances 
caused by a unilateral sport. As a player’s          
dominant side gets stronger, the imbalances cause 
tightness to protect the weaker muscle groups. 
This approach sees muscle tightness as the body’s 
protective mechanism instead of an isolated    
problem. If you continue to stretch the tight     
muscles you begin to violate your own body’s    
protective mechanism and therefore destabilise 
your joints. You’ll get temporary relief as you 
stretch connective tissue like tendons and           
ligament but as your joint increases in mobility, 
you encourage surrounding muscle groups to 
tighten around it for protection and support. This 
will in turn defeat the objective of increasing the 
range of movement around a joint. 

New techniques work on activating weaker muscle 
groups throughout the body to re-establish  

muscular balance and skeletal symmetry. The slow 
controlled strengthening exercises allow each    
muscle group to contract on demand so forces can 
be distributed more efficiently. This rebalancing, 
along with muscle release work like myofascial    
release or trigger point/ SLM therapy, is found to 
be  more effective, as it can release muscles       
without causing damage to the joints. 

Myofascial release is a form of soft tissue          
therapy used to treat muscular imbalances that 
can result in pain and restriction of motion. This is 
accomplished by relaxing contracted muscles,     
increasing circulation, and stimulating the stretch 
reflex. This can be performed through massage or 
by using equipment like foam rollers or a small  
rubber ball (tennis ball size upwards – depending 
on flexibility). The idea is to hold the pressure on 
sore trigger points until the muscle starts to         
release. It may take 30 seconds to 3 minutes for 
each trigger point, depending on how quickly the 
muscles relax.  

SLM therapy combines these techniques with other 
exercises to re balance the body and takes a more 
holistic approach to increasing the body's range of 
motion. SLM Therapy has been very successful in 
treating elite athletes across Australia and helped 
myself recover from sciatica. 
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When it comes to implementing  these techniques 
with junior tennis players I believe it can be        
unnecessary and unrealistic, and is dependent on 
their age and maturity.  As long as the child is     
encouraged to cross train with various sports and 
doesn’t engage in unnecessary prolonged           
repetition, they can be left to develop naturally. 
However, when tennis is their primary sport it is 
important to introduce the rebalancing strength 
work as soon as they reach an age of maturity, in 
which they have good body awareness and        
adequate concentration skills to focus on the 
strengthening movements. Static holds and foam 
rollers can be introduced at an earlier stage to     
encourage these practises through their               
development. The aim is to nurture our junior    
tennis players to become quick, agile, dynamic, 
injury free athletes who can take British tennis to 
the next level. 

Here are some ways in which you could use your 
foam roller or rubber ball to compress and release 
tightness within muscle groups: 

Thighs (Llio-tibial band) 
 Lay on your side with the foam roller under 

your knee at the bottom of your thigh 
 Hold when you feel the pressure point 
 When the pain has eased, roll up the thigh an 

inch and hold again 

 The pressure will usually ease anywhere           
between 30 seconds to 2 minutes on each     
pressure point. 

 Continue this pattern all the way up to the top of 
your thigh, just under your hip 

 Repeat on the opposite thigh 
 Use the rubber ball if you need to add more 

pressure to relieve some tightness 

Erector spinae (muscles along the side of the spine) 
 Place the ball on the muscle on one side of the 

spine. Roll and hold on each pressure point until 
you reach the top of the back. 

 Then swap and start from the bottom on the 
muscle on the other side of the spine. 

Hamstrings (back of thighs) 
 Sit on the ball and apply pressure. 

Quadriceps (front of thighs) 
 Lay on your front, placing the foam roller or ball 

under your legs at the bottom of your thighs. 

Gastrocnemius (calves) 
 Lay flat with the ball under one calf and place 

the opposite leg on top. 

Rhomboids, Trapezius, Lattisimus dorsi (upper 
back/middle and sides of back) 
 Place the ball on the pressure point of the    

muscle and hold 
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Glutes, Abductors (muscles around the hip) 
 Find pressure points on muscles around the 

hips and hold the ball on them until they        
release. 

Deltoids (shoulders)  
 Place the ball around the shoulder muscles and 

hold pressure points until they release. 

Feet 
 Roll the ball around the bottom of the feet. 

After you’ve done your muscle release work,      
increase circulation by contracting and relaxing all 
the muscles you've worked and follow some 
light warm up exercises like arm rotations and    
torso twists. This will help release and fully         
activate the muscles. 

I hope this article raises more questions on 
stretching programmes and hopefully prevents 
any long term damage to our rising tennis stars.   

John is a former professional sportsman and has a 
wealth of experience with over 10 years of on-going 
study and work in the industry. With internationally 
accredited qualifications in Sports Science, Personal 
Training, Lifestyle coaching & Nutritional advice, John 
brings his own unique ideas on how to develop         
optimum health & fitness. 

John is the founder of Bodybank Lifestyle Ltd which  

incorporates BodyBank Personal Training & BodyBank 

Corporate Health. John is also the Physical Coach for the 

Cavill Academy and a ‘Personal Trainer’ in Milton 

Keynes, UK.. For further information please                  

visit www.bodybankpt.co.uk or contact John at 

john@bodybankpt.co.uk  

Tuesday April 19th 2011, 20.00-22.00 GMT
Click here to register

Live Seminar in Milton Keynes, UK

Monday 5th March 2012
Open to all Coaches

Details and booking information released soon

Tuesday April 19th 2011, 20.00-22.00 GMT
Click here to register

Please note that the Seminar scheduled for 
February has been moved to Monday 14th May 

2012
Details and booking information released soon

http://www.bodybankpt.co.uk/personal-trainer-milton-keynes
http://www.bodybankpt.co.uk
mailto:john@bodybankpt.co.uk
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Happy New Year! I hope everyone had a relaxing Xmas and are looking forward to 

the new year. Last year was a mixed one for me after having a wonderful 2010, but 

I am looking forward to what 2012 has in store and all the opportunities it will 

bring as I strive to become a professional player. 

Last month was very quiet on the tennis front as I started back at training after 

tonsillitis. The training took place at my home club, Letchworth Tennis Club and at 

Riverside Tennis Club in Bedford. Apart from getting back to hitting more balls 

again, I have been working on my backhand. I’m feeling good again and playing 

well, so the break has done me good as I look to go into the new year. 

This month and next I will have some training blocks in preparation for the     

forthcoming season. I’m not 100% sure where I will be playing in the next few 

months as this is being finalised with my coach, Neil Claxton. 

As not much has happened in December, I thought it was good to go back over the 

year I have had and reflect on 2011 in this edition of my diary. It all really started 

in February as most of January was about training hard in preparation for the   

season...much the same as what I’ll be doing this month. In February I had a great 

opportunity to go to Florida and train at the Bolletieri Tennis Academy which was 

organised through my agents, IMG.  

 

‘JOSH’S TENNIS DIARY’ 
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In March I had one of the highlights of the year with a trip to Zurich. I was called 

in to play in the 18&U Junior tournament that supports the Masters Tour where ex 

professionals compete. This was a wonderful experience and my doubles partner was 

Tomas Muster, a former world number 1 and French Open champion. During the 

tournament I took the world number 4 18&U to three sets and got to play doubles 

against Goran Ivanisevic and Mark Phillippoussis! 

In April I competed at two events in Nottingham (UK) and then unfortunately got 

injured whilst playing in an U18 ITF Junior Tournament in Malta and in May I 

had my second highlight to the year, which was winning my first singles and      

doubles ITF titles in Turkey in Grade 4 events. This elevated me up the rankings 

which helped with qualifying in future events.  

June was a disappointing month for me as I just missed out from getting my first 

opportunity to play in junior Wimbledon, although I am confident that I have a 

much better chance this year. In July I trained and played in the Czech Republic 

with Tomas Ruzicka, which was good for me and a great trip but unfortunately I 

wasn’t able to do well in a tournament in Russia. 

Every year the British Junior National Championships are held in Bournemouth 

and Roehampton in August. After the disappointment of losing in qualifying in the 

18 & Under event, the 16 & Under’s didn’t go well either as I lost in the second 

round against the number 2 seed in three sets. I wasn’t feeling great at this event 

and this was the start of a series of health related problems. 

After taking the first 2 weeks of September off due to an infection, I went out to the 

Sanchez-Casal Academy to resume training which was very tough but enjoyable. In 

October I joined a team of British players to go to Malaysia and then to Thailand. To 

be honest, this trip was not enjoyable as it was so hot. I passed out on court and    

others in the team got ill, but I managed to make the semi finals of these ITF Junior  
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events, which wasn’t bad considering. 

November was a white-wash after getting back from Asia and then getting         

tonsillitis, so since then, I have been taking it easy...very much like this month! I 

have finished the year ranked 329 in the world, which is something to be proud of 

and a great base to work from as I was out of the top 1000 coming into 2011. 

I can’t wait for the new season and when I look back over the past year I appreciate 

all the opportunities and experiences I have had to help me develop as a player and 

a person. I’m really thankful to my parents and all those who support me on this 

journey as I don’t think I would be in this great position without them. 

I would like to thank everyone who has been reading my diary and John and 

Melvyn at Tennis Works for publishing it. I look forward to the journey ahead and 

reporting back throughout 2012. 

Take care and I’ll see you all again soon. 

Forty love, 

Josh Sapwell— 19th December 2011 

2 
0 
1 
1 
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Monday 9th January 2012: Join us in Milton Keynes as Mark   
Tennant delivers an informative interactive seminar in which he 
will take coaches through the practical skills and ideas needed 
to revolutionise tennis for beginner adults as introduces the ITF 
Adults Tennis Xpress Programme.   
Mark is Director of Inspire2Coach and has over 20 years          
experience of coaching, having delivered over 80 qualification 
courses for the LTA. More recently he has been heavily involved 
in the development and launch of the ITF Tennis—Play and Stay 
campaign. He is a regular speaker worldwide. Do not miss this 
opportunity to see him.   

Monday 16th January 2012: Join us for this free Webinar as 
Mark Tennant , Coach Education Director and Founder of      
inspire2coach as he discusses the key principles of coaching 
adults. This webinar will enable you to revolutionise tennis for 
beginner adults at your club. Mark will also be introducing the 
ITF initiative Adult Tennis Xpress which launches in the UK later 
in 2012. 
If you can’t get to one of his live seminars, this event is a must 
and if you can, then it is a great way to recap on what Mark 
shared.   
 

 

Forthcoming events  

Tuesday April 19th 2011, 20.00-22.00 GMT
Click here to register

Live Seminar in Milton Keynes, UK

Monday 9th January 2012
Open to all Coaches

Enjoy an interactive learning experience with Mark as he prepares coaches 
for the new ITF scheme, ‘Adults Tennis Xpress’, which launches in 2012.
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